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But the controversy over that bill and the propaganda of some
English unionist leaders (especially Lord Randolph Churchill)
made the community of which Belfast was the capital much more
aware of itself as a separate entity. Fresh life returned to the
traditions of warfare and deadly faction-feud between catholic
natives and protestant settlers from the seventeenth century
down; and within the Ulster fold liberals and conservatives,
presbyterians and Orangemen, joined forces together, with the
conservatives and Orangemen very much on top. There were
periods between 1886 and 1906 when this united front was
temporarily broken;1 but from the moment that a government
friendly to Redmond took office at Westminster, the ranks were
closed. The great growth of Belfast, due to its shipbuilding,
fortified the local pride of the northern protestants and their
resolution not to be put under Dublin, a city smaller than their
own. There, then, lay the obstacle to making Redmond cthe
Irish Botha'. The nationalist leader did not feel strong enough
with his own people to take home rule for anything but the whole
of Ireland. But the Ulster protestant community refused to come
in. Unless, therefore, he could either over-persuade them or get
parliament to force them, he could not obtain home rule in a
form which he could afford to accept. He put his faith in a com-
bination of these methods.
So late as 191 o, when there was the movement among unionists
for a federal settlement, persuasion might probably have pre-
vailed, had the good offices been forthcoming of the English
unionist party. Redmond was ready to give the Ulstermen
almost any 'safeguards* short of actual exclusion, and Balfour and
Lansdowne could have driven a strong bargain for their Belfast
clients on those lines. But at an early stage the Irish unionists
sought to commit their party to the opposite course—that of
stimulating Ulster's opposition as a means of defeating home rule.
On 2 7 February 191 o Sir Edward Carson2 accepted an invitation
to lead them as a group in the house of commons, and from then
on this masterful man increasingly imposed his will on his English
colleagues.
1 Especially during T. W. Russell's agitation for compulsory land purchase
(1902), which the presbyterian farmers supported and the Orangemen opposed.
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